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Charged current and the CKM matrixCharged current and the CKM matrix



  
(CKM fitter 2015)

A precise determination of the |Vub | quark mixing at a few percent level, is A precise determination of the |Vub | quark mixing at a few percent level, is 
crucial for future tests of the Standard Model (SM) picture of CP violation as it crucial for future tests of the Standard Model (SM) picture of CP violation as it 
fixes one of the sides of the db unitarity triangle. fixes one of the sides of the db unitarity triangle. 



  

Several leptonic and semileptonic exclusive decays induced 
by the b → u l ν transition can be used to extract |Vub| in an 
independent way. 

The cleanest channel owing to the better control on theoretical 
and experimental inputs is

When compared to the most precise determination from 
inclusive b → u l ν transitions 

one is led to discrepant result :

(3.1 (3.1 σ)σ)



  

In the isospin symmetry limit, the following relation holds:In the isospin symmetry limit, the following relation holds:

Departures from the isospin symmetry relations are expected Departures from the isospin symmetry relations are expected 
at the few percent level owing to effects of electromagnetism at the few percent level owing to effects of electromagnetism 
and u − d quark mass difference. and u − d quark mass difference. 

Improved measurements of the different charged decay channels of B → V  l  ν     Improved measurements of the different charged decay channels of B → V  l  ν     
branching ratios need RC and isospin corrections in order to test consistency.branching ratios need RC and isospin corrections in order to test consistency.



  

Virtual + real photons in 
effective 
theory (hadrons): scalar QED, 
ChPT, SCET,…

Virtual + real photons in 
effective 
theory (hadrons): scalar QED, 
ChPT, SCET,…

Virtual corrections   
(quarks, leptons, W,…): 
EW theory

Virtual corrections   
(quarks, leptons, W,…): 
EW theory

Matching at scale Λ Matching at scale Λ 

Corrections to decay rate, Dalitz Plot, spectrum.
Photon inclusive (integrate over all k); 
Discriminate photons (partial integration over k)

Corrections to decay rate, Dalitz Plot, spectrum.
Photon inclusive (integrate over all k); 
Discriminate photons (partial integration over k)



  

Long distance radiative corrections to Long distance radiative corrections to 

Tree level amplitude:



  

UV-div in B[...] (regulated by UV-div in B[...] (regulated by       ) and IR-div in ) and IR-div in λλ. 

          dependence partially cancels when the universal short dependence partially cancels when the universal short 
distance (SD) correction is added (Marciano and Sirlin 1993)distance (SD) correction is added (Marciano and Sirlin 1993)
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To address the IR divergence we consider the real photon To address the IR divergence we consider the real photon 
emission: emission: 



  

Model-independent (MI):Model-independent (MI):

Model-dependent (MD):Model-dependent (MD):



  

Similar in the Similar in the ω modeω mode



  

Corrections to the Dalitz Plot:Corrections to the Dalitz Plot:



  

ConclusionsConclusions

● Vub and Vcb determination at the few percent level Vub and Vcb determination at the few percent level 
requires the consideration of full RC of O(requires the consideration of full RC of O(αα))

● We have calculated the LD RC  to We have calculated the LD RC  to 
decays.decays.

● In addition to Low's soft photon amplitude, we have In addition to Low's soft photon amplitude, we have 
included some MD contributions that originate in  the included some MD contributions that originate in  the 
exchange o meson resonances. exchange o meson resonances. 

● There exist large cancellations between LD corrections to There exist large cancellations between LD corrections to 
the decay rates coming from the three- and four-body the decay rates coming from the three- and four-body 
regions of the Dalitz plot. regions of the Dalitz plot. 

● The total RC are dominated by SD corrections.The total RC are dominated by SD corrections.
● Our results can be useful for future/improved Our results can be useful for future/improved 

measurements of the different charged decay channels of measurements of the different charged decay channels of 
B → V  l  ν   branching ratios in order to test consistency.   B → V  l  ν   branching ratios in order to test consistency.   



  

Backup



  

Corrections to the Dalitz Plot:Corrections to the Dalitz Plot:



  

The form factor parametrization:

Additional terms in the Low's amplitude:



  

Dalitz plot for the 3 and 4 body decay:Dalitz plot for the 3 and 4 body decay:
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